Cloud Services
Cloud Readiness
Assessment

Set Your Cloud Direction
Successful cloud migrations are focused
on the data, applications, workloads, and
services that need to be delivered.

APPLICATIONS

Your Challenges:

WORKLOADS

DATA

SERVICES

performance with cloud

Our Approach

Determine TCO and ROI for your

Knowing which cloud – and which cloud service – is exactly right

cloud investments

for your applications and data isn’t easy. Every day, our team

Understand your IT environment and

helps customers check for compatibility, set budgets based on

Improve innovation, agility, and

real-world usage, and find opportunities to modernize legacy

its interdependencies

approaches.

Know which of your applications are
cloud-ready

The iT1 Cloud Readiness Assessment will help you to:

How We Help:

• Build a complete report of current assets

Align your business and IT goals first,

• Report on actual resource utilization

not later

• Map applications to the infrastructure they use

Thoroughly discover and analyze
your environment

• Model costs across all major cloud providers

Find the perfect cloud for your needs
and objectives
Provide an actionable migration plan
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IT1 Assessment Methodology

How it Works
Our assessment safely gathers data from your environment to determine your resource utilization at low,
peak, and average points during a full business cycle. We then analyze that data and connect it to your
exact needs and goals to find the cloud services and platforms that will bring you the best ROI.

• Asset Discovery
Capture the device type, content, and location across your estate to ensure you know where all assets
“known” and “unknown” reside.

• Data Center Workload Sizing
Measure your workloads to size your cloud solutions.

• Optimized Pricing Model
Compare usage- and inventory-based pricing, examine cost differences, and recommend the best fit
for your cloud migration.

Partnerships:

Ready to Get Started?
Turn your goals into a plan with actionable data and powerful insights.
Contact connect@it1.com today.
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